
Campus Ambassador Cheatsheet

What is Wisr?

Wisr is a platform where students can talk with alumni to 
learn about using their majors, get reliable career advice, and 
find out about job and internship opportunities. 

Basically, Wisr is like a career fair without the long lines and 
dress code. 

Some of the common reasons students use Wisr are:


 – choosing a major 
 – deciding which classes or professors to take 
 – generally learning about careers or industries 
 – researching cities, companies, or grad programs 
 – making relationships that might lead to a job/internship 

Students can filter alumni by major, job title, industry, 
location, and things they can help with (e.g. reviewing 
resumes), or they can browse a list of curated 
recommendations. 

When a student finds a good match, they can talk through a 
messenger, scheduled phone calls, or discussion forums.

Talking to Students About Wisr

Wisr is a good way to get practical advice without feeling too 
network-y. Every alum in the platform actively volunteered to 
help out, and most are excited when a student reaches out. 

Students using Wisr should keep in mind is that–while some 
alumni are willing to help with things like finding an internship–
it’s not usually a smart strategy to lead off asking for work. 
Build rapport first, then see about how they can help.

Talking to Professors About Wisr
Some professors have found useful ways to bring Wisr into 
their classes to help students get ready for careers: 

Creating a community for ongoing discussions. 
Students can use Wisr to ask questions about projects, post 
about readings, and prepare for tests. 

Giving extra credit to students who chat with an alum. 
In fields like business, connections are as important as grades. 
Talking with successful alumni can give students a huge head 
start launching careers. 

Finding an alum to guest speak to a class. 
Faculty can tap into the group of alumni who work in their field 
to find guest lecturers with real-world experience.
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